Sincerely,


the right track. The same, we may set Boston, the Nation, and the Civil Rights Movement back on your comments on Noval's article would be most welcome, perhaps through  
who would integrate through forced busing to eventually achieve reaganization. Instead of relying on the assumptions of sociologists and their blind followers, have begun by examining the social realities around us. Becoming racists. Somehow we must put an end to this deplorable development be-  
Parents have come to me in tears because they fear that their children are  
conscience as I am sure you do not.  
private note, I have witnessed that bitterness; and I do not want it on my  
ed generation that will set the integration movement back thirty years. As a  
cannot refuse to consider it in any of our decisions. He foresaw an emblite-  
ting our responsibilities as public servants, as business or spiritual leaders, we  
it is an explanation devoid of emoticons; and in all honesty to ourselves  
that reaction. of this tool of integration.  
has on black children are sufficient reasons for a second look at the efficacy  
and economy of our middle-class white parents to forced busing and the effect that reaction  
the University of Chicago. Dr. Coleman has merely reported that the reaction  
that Novak has gone one step beyond Professor James Coleman of  

...are not only brilliant and propertied, but impossible to ignore.  
the inevitable young writer, Michael Novak. His arguments against forced busing  
enclosed for your edification is a recent Wall Street Journal article by  
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